Aura Introduces Fraud Protection Program for Auto Dealers and Their Customers

New partnership with eLEND Solutions will help dealers address their billion-dollar fraud problem and comply with new FTC regulations

BOSTON, May 31, 2023 /PRNewswire/ -- Aura, the leader in intelligent safety, today introduced a new partnership with eLEND Solutions aimed at reducing and mitigating fraud for automotive dealerships and their customers. The partnership means auto dealers will have access to enhanced authentication tools during the purchase process, as well as post-purchase identity protection tools to aid in compliance with the new Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Safeguards Rule. eLEND Solutions, an automotive fintech company that works with thousands of auto dealers, is a specialist in identity verification and authentication technologies for auto dealerships.

Data breaches, identity theft and financial fraud can wreak havoc on dealerships. According to an eLEND Solutions study, 79% of dealers experienced identity fraud-related vehicle loss at their dealership. Beyond the impact to the defrauded customer, a fraudulent sale can cost auto dealers more than $100,000 per instance. In 2021 alone, dealerships lost an estimated $7.7 billion to identity theft-related auto loans. And the problem will only get worse. The majority of dealers agree that, as more transaction processes move online, the larger the problem of identity fraud will become.

"Customers provide more information to a car dealer than they would to any other salesperson or industry, and sharing all that information makes them vulnerable to hackers and identity thieves," said Hari Ravichandran, founder and CEO of Aura. "While new services have certainly reduced the paperwork to purchase a car, dealers are now presented with a new challenge – data management and security."

With such high rates of fraud, the FTC has made updates to its Safeguards Rule which go into effect on June 9, 2023. The Safeguards Rule requires dealers to maintain safeguards for protecting the security of customer information, put processes in place to catch and report potential fraudulent transactions, and develop and implement a written identity theft prevention program for identifying, detecting, and responding to warning signs that indicate that a customer could be using stolen information to obtain a loan or lease at their dealership.

"Fraud is causing increasing losses for auto dealers and, without being able to properly validate and authenticate ID documents and buyer identities, dealerships remain particularly vulnerable," said Pete MacInnis, CEO of eLEND Solutions. "Our mission with our partnership with Aura, which includes forensic authentication of driver's licenses, is to have a positive impact on our industry by making it easy for auto dealers to combat this systemic fraud."

The National Automobile Dealers Association (NADA) estimates that compliance with the Safeguards Rule will cost dealers approximately $277,000 per year while the cost of non-compliance far outweighs that sum. Through this protection program, Aura aims to keep dealerships and their customers safe from identity theft and financial fraud.

Endorsed by the Kentucky and Minnesota Automobile Dealers Associations, Aura's protection program features three core offerings:

- **Aura Reseller Program**: Dealers can proactively provide customers with Aura's #1 rated identity and fraud protection service, which offsets the growing cost of Red Flags Rule
compliance. Dealers have the option to offer one free year of Aura protection to customers as part of their commitment to protecting buyers from theft. At the end of one year, customers will have the opportunity to extend their protection and wrap the fees into their auto loan payment for less than $5.00 per month.

- **ID Scanning Technology:** In partnership with eLEND Solutions, the protection package offers driver's license scanning and authentication technology to help dealerships prevent fraudulent car purchases. Beyond identity verification, this scanning service helps dealers identify new opportunities, ease the buying experience and – ultimately – sell more cars.

- **Breach Response Readiness:** Leveraging Aura’s experience and proven leadership in providing breach support saves dealers time in development of their mandatory breach response planning.

For more information on partnering with Aura and eLEND Solutions, contact autodealer@aura.com.

**About Aura**
Aura, the leader in intelligent safety, provides all-in-one digital protection for consumers. We understand that the online safety needs of each individual are unique and require a personalized solution. By bringing together security, privacy and parental controls on an intelligent platform, Aura makes adaptive and proactive digital safety accessible to everyone. Visit www.aura.com.

**About eLEND Solutions**
eLEND Solutions™ (DealerCentric rebranded) is an automotive fintech company focused on deal generation solutions that power transactional digital buying experiences for the retail automotive industry. The platform specializes in digital credit, identity, and finance solutions for remote and in-store shoppers, designed to accelerate conversions of digital end-to-end purchase experiences concluding with fundable, transactable deal structures. For more information, please visit https://www.elendsolutions.com/finance-solutions/
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